
Statman on clarin et and mandolin . Whil e Jen 
nifer Kimb all , Ruth Ungar, and Aoife O'Donovan 
did their best to tap into the dread of "Rank 
Stranger" and "Wayfarin g Stranger," they 
seemed more comfortable with the livelier 
pleasures of "Blue Moon of Kentucky" or the 
sheer sexual glee of" June Apple." 

The singers drew pictures the instru 
mentalists inked and embellished, as when 
Statman upended the somber strains of the 
Bill Monroe tune "Memories of You" with a 
buoyant klezmer clarinet solo. "Motherless 
Child" sandwiched Kim ball's haunting vocals 
around a Barth solo excursion and the fiddle 
tun e "Elz ic's Farewell." "We're too bluegrassy 
to work jazz clubs," Glaser admitted at one 
point, "and too jazzy to work bluegrass festi 
vals." Not if they'd take their jazz deeper out 
side and bluegrass more energetically inside, 
as several fiery strin g exchanges proved they 
could. Tension is a healthy thing in a band. 
Too much, however, and all you're left wi th is 
a bunch of strangers. - Richard Gehr 

CAVIAR IN THE CRACKER BARREL: WAYFARING STRANGERS''MATT GLASER 

tic-or at least conceptual. Douglas Ross re 
contextualizes a common spray-paint graffiti 
tag from an NYC brick wall, using a chemical 
grafting process onto fiberglass that involves 
glycerin and fish glue; Soundlah's Howard 
Goldkrand encases a rumbling bass speaker 
inside a tree trunk; and Luis Gispert bounces 
a booty track through the bass kickers of a 
chrome and neon go-cart in Flossing. Along 

with Chris '.'Holy Virgin Mary" Ofili's psy 
chedelic geometrics (featuring Heavy D and 
Jody Watley in the elephant-dung-adorned 
Afrodizzia, from 1996). Robleto's ingenious 
vinyl constructions are the show's most ac 
complished and innovative pieces. Though 
they're a far cry from lamppost-powered 
turntables, "One Planet" confirms they're no 
less hip-hop. +Eric Demby 

Joey's East Village roots: how he lived and 
worked there, nurturing two generations of 
local punk bands. 

Last Thursday, the cheery auditorium at 
P.S. 20 on Essex Street was filled with Ramones 
fans, family members, reporters, and film 
crews. By now, Maureen had ditched her 
straight clothes for full Ramones colors: black 
leather jacket, low Cons, and a Joey Ramone 
Place T-shirt designed by Vega. She also wore 
her favorite studded leather belt. Looking down 
at it, the quintessential punk rock girl said, 
beaming, "It's just like Joey's" - Donna Gaines 

random piano notes blasted from the speak- hardly get any more personal than the 
ers. That was Quattro variazione dolenti. evening's final work, Practical Anarchism: a 

It's been a long time since I've seen a slice of his life, a text about himself that he 
group of music cognoscenti look so bewil- read himself. In it, he reminisced about early 
dered at intermission. I felt like if I had seen years with Marchetti, about how Marchetti 
this event 25 years ago I would have under- appreciated the bad Italian food Ashley would 
stood it perfectly, but in 2001 such Fluxus- cook. And he included in its entirety a fan let- 
style performance can seem quizzical again. ter he had written to record producer Daniel 

Ashley's works on the second half might Lanois, who's done recordings for Emmylou 
have similarly bewildered those who aren't Harris and Willie Nelson. "My operas aren't 

How did we get from Grand Wizard Theodore's used to his ultraflexible definitions of the word very popular," Ashley admits to Lanois, "ex 
momentous two-turntable mix in the forlorn Musical evenings rarely come as weird and opera. In Yes, Butls It Edihle?, Ashley came out cept among the people they're popular with." 
1973 Bronx to vinyl-obsessive Texan Dario wacky these days as did the October 25 Inter- and played one dissonant piano chord over I know just what he means. There's a seg 
Robleto's miniature log cabin sculpted from pretations concert at Merkin Hall. We had and over to punctuate a text read by baritone ment of the population that realizes Ashley is 

•· melted-down records, complete with spiraling opera without singers, pianists who played no Thomas Buckner, who-modulating his voice the great visionary opera composer of our 
"smoke" made of dust collected from their worn pianos. "What the heck's going on?" and "Is sentence by sentence and accompanying it time, and hardly anyone else is convincible. 
grooves? A new exhibit at the Bronx Museum, this music?" came floating back like old with passionate arm choreography-gave the Why was Ashley, reading a letter he wrote, 
"One Planet Under a Groove: Hip Hop and Con- friends from the '60s. The concert, if concert it performance of his career. The "opera" was re- opera? Because he's taught us to hear it as 
temporary Art," answers this question with was, paired two old friends, New York's ally a dramatic lecture on Ashley's view of the opera. As Buckner had intoned, "So, let's just 
more than 60 contemporary works, from Jean- Robert Ashley and Italy's Walter Marchetti. history of rhusic. Starting with notational ex- think of speech, for the moment, as very 
Michel Basquiat and Keith Haring up through Marchetti last made inroads into American periments of the 1960s, Buckner continued: fast singing. Or, more generally, very fast music. 
Bronx native Kori Newkirk's bling-bling rings consciousness some 20 years ago with a "Western music had reached a state of ar- ... And imagine hearing that sound just-as- 
fashioned from gum wrappers and broken recording on the Italian Cramps label, since rogance that was an embarrassment to sound, divorceable from meaning, but more 
glass. In the process, "One Planet" (running un- which I've heard neither hide nor hair ofhim, everybody .... It is surely no coincidence for agreeable and thrilling when not divorced 
ti1 March 2002) legitimizes hip-hop's presence For Ashley, it was clearly two old friends to- a musician that John Cage proposed that from meaning .... Then examine the 
within the white-wall realm. gether again. space equals time in notation during the same 'speech' carefully with your ears-as though 

In his painting Toxic (1984), Brooklyn- Marchetti opened by laying pieces of pa- decade that architects discovered that they you were a composer of music-and notice 
born Basquiat reveals the show's thesis by per in a line from the piano bench in front of a couldn't design concert halls anymore. . . . the great similarities to every one of the formal 
transforming hip-hop sonics-in this case, grand piano to a music stand diagonally across The so-called lost .1960s are, of course, not aspects of music that we so cherish: its vari 
cutting and scratching-into. an electrifying the stage. He then went to the music stand and lost at all. They exist in the file cabinets of ety of pitch, inflection, dynamic range, infor 
collage of color and free form, Across from sat down. Booming electronic tones started up composers everywhere in America. What is mation rate, and everything else." 
Coreen Simpson's late-'80s close-ups of Fla- from unseen loudspeakers, and as they dotted lost is the musical thrill of the ideas being Ashley looked tired, much changed in re 
vor Flav's gold teeth and Eric Bi's dazzling out their gargantuan Morse code, Marchetti thrown around and the continuity between cent years. An enigma to many for decades, 
jewels, Mel Chin displays hip-hop's storied flipped small strips of paper, like bookmarks, those ideas and what is happening now." he explained himself in words that could 
weapon of choice, the Glock 9mm, alongside off the stand and into the air. That was a piece With the startlingly autobiographical hardly be misunderstood. And years from 
a surgical gun-wound kit and calls it HO- called Music insecca. Next, he covered himself Dustofafewyears ago, Ashley took a tum to- now I suspect we'll look back and see in this 
MEySEW ·9 • (1994). As Q-Tip proclaimed on in a blanket of clear plastic and sat quiescently ward making his work personal. Is It Edible? concert a lens through which his life's work 
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Ashley and Marchetti Reunite 
in a Mind-Blowing Nonconcert 

HEAR ME TALKIN' 
TOYA 
BY KYLE GANN 

What Planet Are You From? 
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